
STAR of HARMONY

Harmony from Holy Geometry

GEOTRANSMITTERS are not only receivers and senders, but also 
connectors, because they are based on sacred geometry and 
therefore the foundation of creation.

Energetically balancing and harmonizing structures make those 
functions stronger. The STAR OF HARMONY consists of star-te-
trahedron (2 tetrahedrons entwined create a MERKABA) and one 
octahedron (2 square-pyramids that are connected at their base). 

This GEO-TRANSMITTER connects the polarity of the material 
world, represented by the octahedron, with the polarity of the 
spiritual world, represented by the tetrahedron. The tetrahedron, 
expressing the spiritual world embraces the octahedron, expres-
sing the material world. 

The STAR OF HARMONY encompasses these two geometrical 
structures, which creates an energetic field for the union and har-
monization of bodily and spiritual aspects. The STAR OF HARMO-
NY creates a spherical energetic field, which has an effect that 
encompasses a circuit of approx. 16 meters. Therefore, this star is 
suitable anywhere, where a harmonious and relaxed atmosphere 
is being desired. 

Measurements 
- Height tip to tip 21 cm, side length 17 cm
- Diameter of the sticks 3 mm 
(3 and 21 are also numbers of the Fibonacci sequence and are 
based on the spiral of the golden cut).

Prices
- STAR OF HARMONY brazen      Euro 189.- CHF 209.-
- STAR OF HARMONY silvered     Euro 380.- CHF 421.-
- STAR OF HARMONY gilded        Euro 416.- CHF 461.-

Payment 
Invoice with payment slip or bank transfer. 

Delivery
Postal package plus postage or shipping charges, as well as 
possible customs.

Warranty
2 years on fabrication deficiencies without external influence. 

Remark
Changes in the technical data and prices are reserved. All infor-
mation given in this pamphlet are not verifiable by the current 
state of scientific knowledge. We indicate this for legal reasons. 

The model of the star of harmony creates a balancing, harmonious and relaxed atmosphere in the room and within us
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Research, production, and distribution of Geotransmitters for transferring vibration and energy.
The name Geotransmitter is based on sacred geometry and comes from the latin word ‘transmittere’ 

for receiving, transferring, and sending, as well as the English word for sender, converter, and transformer. 



Area of Application of the STAR OF HARMONY

Aid in Meditation
The STAR OF HARMONY is perfectly suited for meditation, or for 
mediumistic work, or for therapeutic purposes. It establishes a well 
balanced human energy field. Energetic deficits or surpluses are 
smoothed, so that the human energy field returns to an equilibrium 
state. This energetic balancing, which works for the physical, as 
well as the spiritual layer, also connects these two layers. This forms 
the basis that can lead to experiencing deep levels of relaxation. 
After only a few sessions, an inner state is reached, which can be 
kept without need to stay seated under the STAR OF HARMONY. 
The connection to the inner self is deepened, strengthened and also 
harmonized. 

As a therapeutic instrument
The STAR OF HARMONY is an excellent aid for holistically oriented 
therapists. Place your patient for 15 minutes under the STAR prior 
to your session, and she/he will be more relaxed and open for the 
therapy. 

Decoding / Energizing of Food
The STAR OF HARMONY can also be used to neutralize or charge 
food. Many food items, such as coffee, chicken, or eggs from battery 
farming, pasta, meat from butcher animal husbandry, fruits, vege-
tables, dairy products etc. contain radiesthetic left turning vibrancy 
(energies). The STAR OF HARMONY neutralized those and charges 
the food items to be right-turning. To achieve this, food items are 
merely placed for a couple of minutes in a distance of around 10 cm 
to the STAR. 

Room energy
Hung in a room, the STAR OF HARMONY creates a balancing and 
harmonizing vibrancy in homes, work spaces, waiting- or practice 
rooms.

All of our Geo-Transmitters are based on sacred geometry, the 5 
platonic bodies and numbers of the Fibonacci sequence. They were 
produced in specific measurements and selected materials, and cre-
ate subtle and energetic resonance fields, which are then utilizable 
for humans.

Sacred Geometry
Following vibration and frequency, space and dimension, light and 
color, tone and sound (finde diese differenzierung im englishen 
nicht), it needs a 5th counterpart to complete the material creation. 
Because for the manifestation of all there is, it needs sacred geome-
try, which carries the numbers of mathematics in it. Sacred geometry 
is also called the secret, hidden or hermetic geometry, as it shows 
what lies behind the physical existence of the universe. 

The 5 Platonic Bodies*
Ultimately, there are only 5 geometric bodies within any physi-
cal existence, which underlie everything: the cube, tetrahedron, 
octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron. The platonic bodies 
together constitute all basic forms, on which the structure of 
sacred geometry and creation are built on. Because all forms in our 
material world and creation are composed of one of these forms or 
their compounds. They are the basis of all manifestations, the atoms 
and crystals, the elements as well as cell structures of every living 
organism. Thus platonic bodies form the foundation of creation, on 
which everything was manifested, and allow through the connection 
of all the foundations of creation the manifestation of everything 
that we perceive around us.

Platonic bodies exhibit the following fundamental features:
- Equal edge length
- Which are confined by equally sized areas
- Equal inner angles between the areas
- In a sphere, all corner-points touch the inside of the surface

Comment:
*They are called “platonic bo-
dies” because the Greek philo-
sopher Plato was the one who 
showed their true cohesion and 
interpretation. He describes 
the universal cosmology in his 
opus Timaios, which he based 
on connected geometrical 
structures. However, the know-
ledge that these 5 geometrical 
bodies are the foundation of 
the universe, was known long 
before Plato. In the Ashmolean 
museum in Oxford, one can 
find models of platonic bodies 
that are dated 3400 years old, 
which means 1000 years before 
Plato. And there are precise-
made models of crystals in the 
museum in Cairo, which are 
dated 3000 years old.

Animals
The positive effect of the STAR 
OF HARMONY is also noticea-
ble on animals. Cats and docs 
often look for a place close to 
this geometrical structure. 

Plants
When hung close to plants, 
faster and healthier growth 
can be noticed.


